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Understanding Manifest Generation for C/C++ Programs A manifest is an XML document that can be an external XML file or a resource embedded inside an application or an assembly. The manifest of an isolated application is used to manage the names and versions of shared side-by-side assemblies to which the application should bind at run time. The manifest of a side-by-side assembly specifies its dependencies on names, versions, resources, and other assemblies. There are two ways to create a manifest for an isolated application or a side-by-side assembly. First, the author of the assembly can manually create a manifest file following rules and naming requirements. Alternatively, if a program only depends on Visual C++ assemblies such as CRT, MFC, ATL or others, then a manifest can be generated automatically by the linker. The headers of Visual C++ libraries contain assembly information, and when the libraries are included in application code, this assembly information is used by the linker to form a manifest for the final binary. The linker does not embed the manifest file inside the binary, and can only generate the manifest as an external file. Having a manifest as an external file may not work for all scenarios. For example, it is recommended that private assemblies have embedded manifests. In command line builds such as those that use nmake to build code, a manifest can be embedded using the manifest tool; for more information see Manifest Generation at the Command Line. When building in Visual Studio, a manifest can be embedded by setting a property for the manifest tool in the Project Properties dialog; see Manifest Generation in Visual Studio. Manifest Generation in Visual Studio Generation of a manifest file for a particular project can be controlled in the project Property Pages dialog. On the Configuration Properties tab, click Linker, then Manifest File, then Generate Manifest. By default the project properties of new projects are set to generate a manifest file. However it is possible to disable generation of the manifest for a project using the Generate Manifest property of the project. When this property is set to Yes, the manifest for this project is generated. Otherwise the linker ignores assembly information when resolving dependencies of the application code, and does not generate the manifest. The build system in Visual Studio allows the manifest to be embedded in the final binary application file, or generated as an external file. This behavior is controlled by the Embed Manifest option in the Project Properties dialog. To set this property, open the Manifest Tool node, then select Input and Output. If the manifest is not embedded, it is generated as an external file and saved in the same directory as the final binary. If the manifest is embedded, Visual Studio embeds the final manifests using the following process: 1. After the source code is compiled to object files, the linker collects dependent assembly information. While linking the final binary, the linker generates an intermediate manifest that is used later to generate the final manifest. 2. After the intermediate manifest and linking are finished, the manifest tool will be executed to merge a final manifest and save it as an external file. 3. The project build system then detects whether the manifest generated by the manifest tool contains different information than the manifest already embedded in the binary. 4. If the manifest embedded in the binary is different from the manifest generated by the manifest tool, or the binary does not contain an embedded manifest, Visual Studio will invoke the linker one more time to embed the external manifest file inside the binary as a resource. 5. If the manifest embedded in the binary is the same as the manifest generated by the manifest tool, the build will continue to the next build steps. The manifest is embedded inside the final binary as a text resource and it can be viewed by opening the final binary as a file in Visual Studio. To ensure that the manifest points to the correct libraries, follow the steps described in Understanding Dependencies of a Visual C++ Application or follow the suggestions described in the Troubleshooting section. Dynamic-Link Library Redirection Applications can depend on a specific version of a shared DLL and start to fail if another application is installed with a newer or older version of the same DLL. There are two ways to ensure that your application uses the



correct DLL: DLL redirection and side-by-side components. Developers and administrators should use DLL redirection for existing applications, because it does not require any changes to the application. If you are creating a new application or updating an application and want to isolate your application from potential problems, create a side-by-side component. To use DLL redirection, create a redirection file for your application. The redirection file must be named as follows: App_name.local. For example, if the application name is Editor.exe, the redirection file should be named Editor.exe.local. You must install the .local file in the application directory. You must also install the DLLs in the application directory. The contents of a redirection file are ignored, but its presence causes Windows to check the application directory first whenever it loads a DLL, regardless of the path specified to LoadLibrary or LoadLibraryEx. If the DLL is not found in the application directory, then these functions use their usual search order. For example, if the application c:\myapp\myapp.exe calls LoadLibrary using the following path: c:\program files\common files\system\mydll.dll And, if both c:\myapp\myapp.exe.local and c:\myapp\mydll.dll exist, LoadLibrary loads c:\myapp\mydll.dll. Otherwise, LoadLibrary loads c:\program files\common files\system\mydll.dll. Alternatively, if a directory named c:\myapp\myapp.exe.local exists and contains mydll.dll, LoadLibrary loads c:\myapp\myapp.exe.local\mydll.dll. Known DLLs cannot be redirected. For a list of known DLLs, see the following registry key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\KnownDLLs. The system uses Windows File Protection to ensure that system DLLs such as these are not updated or deleted except by operating system (OS) updates such as service packs. Windows 2000: Known DLLs can be redirected in this OS. If the application has a manifest, then any .local files are ignored. Windows 2000: Manifests do not affect DLL redirection. If you are using DLL redirection and the application does not have access to all drives and directories in the search order, LoadLibrary stops searching as soon as access is denied. (If you are not using DLL redirection, LoadLibrary skips directories that it cannot access and then continues searching.) It is good practice to install application DLLs in the same directory that contains the application, even if you are not using DLL redirection. This ensures that installing the application does not overwrite other copies of the DLL and cause other applications to fail. Also, if you follow this good practice, other applications do not overwrite your copy of the DLL and cause your application to fail. Isolated Applications Isolated applications are self-describing applications installed with manifests. Isolated applications can use both private assemblies and shared assemblies. An application is considered fully isolated if all of its components are either shared side-by-side assemblies or private assemblies. It is called partially isolated if it uses some components that are not side-by-side assemblies. Note that if an application uses some components that are not side-by-side assemblies, or uses private assemblies, the application may be affected by the installation or removal of other applications on the system. For more information, see Side-by-side Assembly Sharing. Developers are encouraged to design isolated applications and to update existing applications into isolated applications for the following reasons: • • •



Isolated applications are more stable and reliably updated because they are unaffected by the installation, removal, or upgrading of other applications on the system. Isolated applications can be designed so that they always run using the same assembly versions with which they were built and tested. Isolated applications can use functionality provided by the side-by-side assemblies made available by Microsoft. For more information, see Supported Microsoft Side-by-side Assemblies.



•



•



Isolated applications are not tied to the shipping schedule of their side-by-side assemblies because applications and administrators can update the configuration after deployment without having to reinstall the application. This would not apply in the case where only one version of the assembly is being made available. A fully isolated application may be installed by using the xcopy command. Windows Installer can also be used to install an isolated application without impact to the registry. For more information, see Installation of Win32 Assemblies.



In some cases, existing applications can be updated into an isolated application without having to rewrite the application code. An application manifest can be created that describes the application's dependencies on sideby-side assemblies. If the application uses components that are not side-by-side assemblies, these may be deployed as private assemblies. Note that the possibility of doing this with third-party components may depend on licensing because the component will need to be authored as an assembly. For example, by creating an application manifest and specifying a dependence on the side-by-side common controls (COMCTL32), an application running on Windows XP can take advantage of Windows theming. You should always test your application to ensure it is compatible with the new version of the COMCTL32 assembly. It may not be possible to update every existing application into a fully isolated application. For example, some Windows File Protection (WFP) system assemblies are not available as side-by-side assemblies and cannot be installed with the application as a private assembly. It may be possible to partially isolate such applications by specifying side-by-side assembly dependencies for some of the application's assemblies in an application manifest. Side-by-side Assemblies A Windows side-by-side assembly is described by manifests. A side-by-side assembly contains a collection of resources—a group of DLLs, Windows classes, COM servers, type libraries, or interfaces—that are always provided to applications together. These are described in the assembly manifest. Typically, a side-by-side assembly is a single DLL. For example, the Microsoft COMCTL32 assembly is a single DLL with a manifest whereas the Microsoft Visual C++ development system run-time libraries assembly contains multiple files. Manifests contain metadata that describes side-by-side assemblies and side-by-side assembly dependencies. Side-by-side assemblies are used by the operating system as fundamental units of naming, binding, versioning, deployment, and configuration. Every side-by-side assembly has a unique identity. One of the attributes of the assembly identity is its version. For more information, see Assembly Versions. Starting with Windows XP, multiple versions of side-by-side assemblies can be used by applications running at the same time. Manifests, and the assembly version number, are used by the loader to determine the correct binding of assembly versions to applications. Side-by-side assemblies and manifests work with applications and the side-by-side manager as illustrated in the following figure.



In the preceding example, both Comctl32.DLL version 6.0 and Comctl32.DLL version 5.0 are in the side-byside assembly cache and available to applications. When an application calls to load the DLL, the side-by-side manager determines whether the application has a version dependence described in a manifest. If there is no relevant manifest, the system loads the default version of the assembly. For Windows XP, version 5.0 of Comctl32.DLL is the system default. If the side-by-side manager finds a dependence on version 6.0 stated in a manifest, that version is loaded to run with the application. Several key system assemblies are being made available from Microsoft as side-by-side assemblies. For more



information, see Supported Microsoft Side-by-side Assemblies. Application developers can also create their own side-by-side assemblies. For more information, see Guidelines for Creating Side-by-side Assemblies. In many cases it is possible to update existing applications to use side-by-side assemblies without having to change the application code. Developers are encouraged to use side-by-side assemblies to create isolated applications, and to update existing applications into isolated applications for the following reasons: • • •



Side-by-side assemblies reduce the possibility of DLL version conflicts. Side-by-side assembly sharing enables multiple versions of COM or Windows assemblies to run at the same time. Applications and administrators can update assembly configuration on either a global or per-application configuration on Windows Server 2003 basis after deployment. For example, an application can be updated to use a side-by-side assembly that includes an update without having to reinstall the application.



Manifests Manifests are XML files that accompany and describe side-by-side assemblies or isolated applications. Manifests uniquely identify the assembly through the assembly's element. They contain information used for binding and activation, such as COM classes, interfaces, and type libraries, that has traditionally been stored in the registry. Manifests also specify the files that make up the assembly and may include Windows classes if the assembly author wants them to be versioned. Side-by-side assemblies are not registered on the system, but are available to applications and other assemblies on the system that specify dependencies in manifest files. Manifest files enable administrators and applications to manage side-by-side assembly versions after deployment. Every side-by-side assembly must have a manifest associated with it. The installation of Windows XP installs the supported Microsoft side-by-side assemblies with their manifests. If you develop your own side-by-side assemblies, you must also install manifest files. For more information, see Installing Side-bySide Assemblies and Manifest Files Reference. Manifests and configuration files are not localized. The following types of manifests are used with side-by-side assemblies: •



•



• •



Assembly manifests describe side-by-side assemblies. They are used to manage the names, versions, resources, and dependent assemblies of side-by-side assemblies. The manifests of shared assemblies are stored in the WinSxS folder of the system. Private assembly manifests are stored either as a resource in the DLL or in the application folder Application manifests describe isolated applications. They are used to manage the names and versions of shared side-by-side assemblies that the application should bind to at run time. Application manifests are copied into the same folder as the application executable file or included as a resource in the application's executable file. Application Configuration Files, are manifests used to override and redirect the versions of dependent assemblies used by side-by-side assemblies and applications. Publisher Configuration Files, are manifests used to redirect the version of a side-by-side assembly to another compatible version. The version that the assembly is being redirected to should have the same major.minor values as the original version.



Shared Assemblies A shared assembly is an assembly available for use by multiple applications on the computer. On Windows Vista and Windows XP, side-by-side assemblies can be installed as shared assemblies. Shared sideby-side assemblies are not registered globally on the system, but they are globally available to applications that specify a dependence on the assembly in manifests. Multiple versions of side-by-side assemblies can be shared by different applications running at the same time. For more information, see About Isolated Applications and Side-by-Side Assemblies. For example, the supported Microsoft side-by-side assemblies shipped with Windows XP are typically used as shared assemblies by multiple applications.



Shared side-by-side assemblies are installed in the WinSxS folder. Assembly publishers, applications, and administrators can change the version of side-by-side assembly dependencies after deployment through the configuration. Shared side-by-side assemblies can be installed by an operating system update, or by a Windows Installer package that installs or updates an application. For more information, see Installation of Win32 Assemblies. Prior to Windows XP, shared assemblies were registered globally and installed in the Windows System folder. In this case, the latest installed version of the assembly is available to any application that binds to it. A side-byside assembly can also be installed as a private assembly for the exclusive use of an application. For more information, see Private Assemblies. Private Assemblies A private assembly is an assembly that is deployed with an application and is available for the exclusive use of that application. That is, other applications do not share the private assembly. Private assemblies are one of the methods that can be used to create isolated applications. For more information, see About Isolated Applications and Side-by-Side Assemblies. Private assemblies must be designed to work side-by-side with other versions of the assembly on the system. For more information, see Guidelines for Creating Side-by-side Assemblies. Private assemblies must be accompanied by an assembly manifest. Note that name restrictions apply when packaging a DLL as a private assembly to accommodate the way in which Windows searches for private assemblies. When searching for private assemblies, the recommended method is to include the assembly manifest in the DLL as a resource. In this case, the resource ID must equal 1 and the name of the private assembly may be the same as the name of the DLL. For example, if the name of the DLL is MICROSOFT.WINDOWS.MYSAMPLE.DLL, the value of the name attribute used in the element of the manifest may also be Microsoft.Windows.mysample. An alternate method of searching for private assemblies is to provide the assembly manifest in a separate file. In this case, the name of the assembly and its manifest must be different than the name of the DLL. For example, Microsoft.Windows.mysampleAsm, Microsoft.Windows.mysampleAsm.manifest, and Microsoft.Windows.mysample.dll. For more information about how side-by-side searches for private assemblies see Assembly Searching Sequence. Private assemblies are installed in a folder of the application's directory structure. Typically, this is the folder containing the application's executable file. Private assemblies may be deployed in the same folder as the application, in a folder with the same name as the assembly, or in a language specific subfolder with the same name as the assembly. For example, use one of the following directory structures to deploy a private assembly, Microsoft.tools.pop, with no language specified. Directory structure APPDIR\MICROSOFT.TOOLS.POP.DLL Appdir\Microsoft.Tools.Pop.MANIFEST APPDIR\MICROSOFT.TOOLS.POP\MICROSOFT .TOOLS.POP.DLL Appdir\Microsoft.Tools.Pop\Microsoft.Tools.Pop.M ANIFEST



Description The manifest is deployed as a resource in the DLL. The manifest is deployed as a separate file. The manifest is deployed as a resource in the DLL, which is in a subfolder having the assembly's name. The manifest is deployed as a separate file in a subfolder having the assembly's name.



Use one of the following directory structures to deploy a private assembly, Microsoft.tools.pop, with a specified language. In the following example, the language used by Microsoft.Tools.Pop is English (United States) and the language code is en-us. You should substitute the correct DHTML language code for your assembly. Copy Code appdir\en-us\Microsoft.tools.pop.DLL appdir\en-us\Microsoft.tools.pop.MANIFEST appdir\en-us\Microsoft.tools.pop\Microsoft.tools.pop.DLL appdir\en-us\Microsoft.tools.pop\Microsoft.tools.pop.MANIFEST



Private assemblies can be installed by any installation method that can copy the assembly's file into this folder, such as the xcopy command. For more information about how to install private assemblies using the Windows Installer, see Installation of Win32 Assemblies. Private assemblies can also be installed on operating systems earlier than Windows XP. In this case, the assembly must be registered and on these operating systems the manifest is not used. A copy of the private assembly is installed into a private folder for the exclusive use of the application. Another version of the assembly can be globally registered on the system and available to any application that binds to it. The global version of the assembly may be the version installed with the application or an earlier version. For more information, see DLL/COM Redirection on Windows. An assembly can also be installed as a shared assembly for use by multiple applications. For more information, see Shared Assemblies. Note that the steps for creating a private assembly are identical to those for creating a shared assembly with two exceptions: • •



A private assembly is not required to be signed, and publickeyToken is not required in the element of the assembly manifest. Private assemblies can be installed into the application's folder using any installation technology. Private assemblies are not required to be installed using the Windows Installer.



Assembly Searching Sequence If an isolated application specifies an assembly dependency, side-by-side first searches for the assembly among the shared assemblies in the WinSxS folder. If the required assembly is not found, side-by-side then searches for a private assembly installed in a folder of the application's directory structure. Private assemblies may be deployed in the following locations in the application's directory structure: • • • •



In the application's folder. Typically, this is the folder containing the application's executable file. In a subfolder in the application's folder. The subfolder must have the same name as the assembly. In a language-specific subfolder in the application's folder. The name of the subfolder is a string of DHTML language codes indicating a language-culture or language. In a subfolder of a language-specific subfolder in the application's folder. The name of the higher subfolder is a string of DHTML language codes indicating a language-culture or language. The deeper subfolder has the same name as the assembly.



The first time side-by-side searches for a private assembly, it determines whether a language-specific subfolder exists in the application's directory structure. If no language-specific subfolder exists, side-by-side searches for the private assembly in the following locations using the following sequence. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Side-by-side searches the WinSxS folder. \\\.DLL \\\.manifest \\\\.DLL \\\\.manifest



If a language-specific subfolder exists, the application's directory structure may contain the private assembly localized in multiple languages. Side-by-side searches the language-specific subfolders to ensure that the application uses the specified language or the best available language. Language-specific subfolders are named using a string of DHTML language codes that specify a language-culture or language. If a language-specific subfolder exists, side-by-side searches for the private assembly in the following locations using following sequence. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Side-by-side searches the WinSxS folder. \\\\.DLL \\\\.manifest \\\\\.DLL \\\\\.manifest



Note that the side-by-side search sequence finds a DLL file with the assembly's name and stops before searching for a manifest file having the assembly's name. The recommended way to handle a private assembly that is a DLL is to put the assembly manifest in the DLL file as a resource. The resource ID must be equal to 1



and the name of the private assembly may be the same as the name of the DLL. For example, if the name of the DLL is MICROSOFT.WINDOWS.MYSAMPLE.DLL, the value of the name attribute used in the element of the assembly's manifest may also be Microsoft.Windows.mysample. As an alternative, you may put the assembly manifest in a separate file, however, the name of the assembly and its manifest must then be different than the name of the DLL. For example, Microsoft.Windows.mysampleAsm, Microsoft.Windows.mysampleAsm.manifest, and MICROSOFT.WINDOWS.MYSAMPLE.DLL. For example, if myapp is installed at the root of drive c: and requires myasm in French-Belgian, side-by-side uses the following sequence to search for the best approximation to a localized instance of myasm. 1. Side-by-side searches WinSxS for the fr-be version. 2. c:\myapp\fr-be\myasm.dll 3. c:\myapp\fr-be\myasm.manifest 4. c:\myapp\fr-be\myasm\myasm.dll 5. c:\myapp\fr-be\myasm\myasm.manifest 6. Side-by-side searches WinSxS for the fr version. 7. c:\myapp\fr\myasm.dll 8. c:\myapp\fr\myasm.manifest 9. c:\myapp\fr\myasm\myasm.dll 10.c:\myapp\fr\myasm\myasm.manifest 11.Side-by-side searches WinSxS for the en-us version. 12.c:\myapp\en-us\myasm.dll 13.c:\myapp\en-us\myasm.manifest 14.c:\myapp\en-us\myasm\myasm.dll 15.c:\myapp\en-us\myasm\myasm.manifest 16.Side-by-side searches WinSxS for the en version. 17.c:\myapp\en\myasm.dll 18.c:\myapp\en\myasm.manifest 19.c:\myapp\en\myasm\myasm.dll 20.c:\myapp\en\myasm\myasm.manifest 21.Side-by-side searches WinSxS for the no language version. 22.c:\myapp\myasm.dll 23.c:\myapp\myasm.manifest 24.c:\myapp\myasm\myasm.dll 25.c:\myapp\myasm\myasm.manifest If side-by-side searching reaches a language-neutral version of the assembly, and a Multilanguage User Interface (MUI) version of Windows is present on the system, side-by-side then attempts to bind to .mui. Side-by-side does not attempt to bind to .mui if the search reaches a localized version of the assembly. The assembly manifest of a language-neutral assembly will not have a language attribute in its element. If side-by-side reaches a language-neutral assembly, and MUI is installed, side-by-side searches the following locations using the following sequence for .mui. Side-by-side uses the same search sequence if the assembly is culture-neutral, except is not searched. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Side-by-side searches the WinSxS folder for .mui. \\\.mui \\\.mui \\\.mui



For example, if side-by-side searching finds the private assembly at c:\myapp\myasm\myasm.manifest, and myasm is a language-neutral assembly. Side-by-side then uses the following sequence to search for myasm.mui. Note that side-by-side will not search for a language-neutral MUI assembly. 1. 2. 3. 4.



Side-by-side searches WinSxS for the fr-be version of the MUI assembly. c:\myapp\fr-be\myasm.mui.dll c:\myapp\fr-be\myasm.mui.manifest c:\myapp\fr-be\myasm\myasm.mui.dll



5. c:\myapp\fr-be\myasm\myasm.mui.manifest 6. Side-by-side searches WinSxS for the fr version of the MUI assembly. 7. c:\myapp\fr\myasm.mui.dll 8. c:\myapp\fr\myasm.mui.manifest 9. c:\myapp\fr\myasm\myasm.mui.dll 10.c:\myapp\fr\myasm\myasm.mui.manifest 11.Side-by-side searches WinSxS for the en-us version of the MUI assembly. 12.c:\myapp\en-us\myasm.mui.dll 13.c:\myapp\en-us\myasm.mui.manifest 14.c:\myapp\en-us\myasm\myasm.mui.dll 15.c:\myapp\en-us\myasm\myasm.mui.manifest 16.Side-by-side searches WinSxS for the en version of the MUI assembly. 17.c:\myapp\en\myasm.mui.dll 18.c:\myapp\en\myasm.mui.manifest 19.c:\myapp\en\myasm\myasm.mui.dll 20.c:\myapp\en\myasm\myasm.mui.manifest Side-by-side Assembly Sharing The following figure illustrates how two applications might share an assembly using the traditional method of assembly sharing. A problem with traditional assembly sharing occurs when an application installs a version of an assembly—commonly a DLL—that is not backward compatible. The application just installed works, but applications that depended on the previous DLL version may no longer work.



The isolated application and side-by-side assembly solution enables different versions of the same Win32 assembly to run at the same time on the same system without conflict. By specifying which side-by-side assembly version the application should use, developers can guarantee that the configuration they test will always be duplicated on the user's computer. Side-by-side sharing is illustrated in the following figure.



Activation Contexts Activation contexts are data structures in memory containing information that the system can use to redirect an application to load a particular DLL version, COM object instance, or custom window version. One section of the activation context may contain DLL redirection information which is used by the DLL loader; another section may contain COM server information. The activation context functions use, create, activate, and



deactivate activation contexts. The activation functions can redirect the binding of an application to versionnamed objects that specify particular DLL versions, window classes, COM servers, type libraries, and interfaces. For more information about the activation context functions and structures, see the Activation Context Reference. Beginning with Windows XP, activation context functions enable Windows to use information in manifests to create version-named objects. If an application creates a process by calling CreateProcess, Windows checks for the existence of an application manifest. If a manifest exists, Windows uses the information in the manifest to populate the activation context. Because manifests describe an application's dependence on side-by-side assembly versions, objects specified without versions in the manifest are mapped to version-named objects. For example, the manifest may describe DLLs, files, window classes, COM servers, type libraries, and interfaces. When a global object is created within the activation context, the system automatically gives the object a version-specific name by consulting the manifest. When the application executes and requests a named object, it gets the version-named object. This enables multiple versions of a code module to run on the system at the same time without interfering with each other. For example, Windows Shell uses a manifest to describe a dependence on version 6.0 of COMCTL32 and to create versions of window classes. If an application creates a resource by calling CreateWindow, the process specifies a class name to that function. The call to GetCurrentActCtx gets the current activation context and checks to see if a mapping exists for the given class name. If a mapping exists, it will use that version of the calling process to resolve the mapping and provide the version-specific class name. Windows creates a window with the window procedure, styles, and other attributes associated with that class name and version. The activation context is managed by the system in most cases. Application developers and assembly providers do not commonly need to make calls to the stack. Applications can manage an activation context by directly calling the activation context. For more information, see Using the Activation Context API. Assembly Versions Every side-by-side assembly must have a version. Each assembly version is associated with a version number having four parts separated by periods: major.minor.build.revision. If a change is made to an assembly making it incompatible with existing versions, the major or minor parts of the version number must be changed. A version number that changes only in the build or revision parts indicates that the assembly is backward compatible with prior versions. The version must be specified in elements of manifests. Use the four-part version format: mmmmm.nnnnn.ooooo.ppppp. Each of the parts separated by periods can be 0-65535 inclusive. DLL/COM Redirection on Windows DLL/COM redirection is an application isolation strategy employed by corporate administrators on Windows XP and Windows 2000. Windows XP SP2, Windows Server 2003, Windows Vista, and Windows Server 2008: The use of DLL/COM redirection strategies is not recommended because isolated applications that use manifests and side-by-side assemblies can be easier to update and service. The presence of a .local file is ignored if a manifest is present. The DLL/COM Redirection strategy using .local files works if the application does not have a manifest. DLL/COM redirection binds an application to a local version of a component. The local component's files can be kept separate from the system's version of the component in a location that is private to the application. The system's version of the component is globally registered and available to any other applications that bind to it. The local version of the component is reserved for the exclusive use of the application. If necessary, the component files used by the application can be loaded into memory at the same time as the system's component files. DLL/COM redirection is activated by installing a special file along with a copy of the local component file into the same directory as the application's executable file. The special file is an empty file named after the application executable's file name and appended with .local. For example, to activate DLL/COM redirection for



an application named Myapp, the local version of the component and an empty file named Myapp.exe.local must be copied into the folder containing Myapp.exe. This binds the application to the local version of the component rather than the globally shared version of the component. When an application loads a component file, such as a DLL or .ocx file, Windows first searches for it in the folder where the application's .local and executable file is installed. If found, the application uses that component file regardless of any directory search path defined in the application or the registry. If not found, the component file in the defined search path is used. The installation utility must do the following to install the application with DLL/COM redirection: • • •



•



An empty .local file must be copied into the same folder as the application's executable file. All of the components, DLL, and .ocx files used by the application must be copied into the same folder as the application's executable file. Isolated COM components must be registered with Windows so that different versions of the assembly will not conflict with each other when loaded into memory at the same time. The registration process requires that, while the implementation of the component can change between versions, certain COM metadata such as CLSID, ProgID, Type Library, and Threading Model cannot. If the application is installed using the Windows Installer, then the application directory can be secured by using the LockPermissions table. Typically, the system is given read, write, and execute access; all other processes are given only execute and read access.



For additional discussion about DLL/COM redirection, see the following white paper "Implementing Side-byside Component Sharing". Troubleshooting C/C++ Isolated Applications and Side-by-side Assemblies Loading a C/C++ application can fail if dependent Visual C++ libraries cannot be found. A list of potential runtime errors can be found in Redistributing Visual C++ Files. In this section the most common reasons for a C/C++ application failing to load are described, with proposed steps to resolve the problems. If an application is deployed on a computer without Visual C++ installed, and it crashes with error messages similar to those listed in Redistributing Visual C++ Files, several things have to be checked to understand the reason for the error. 1. Follow the steps described in Understanding Dependencies of a Visual C++ Application. The dependency walker can show most dependencies for any particular application or DLL. If you see that some DLLs are missing, install those DLLs on the computer on which you are trying to run your application. 2. A manifest is used by the operating system loader to load assemblies that your application depends on. It can either be embedded inside the binary as a resource, or saved as an external file in the application's local folder. To check whether the manifest is embedded inside the binary, open your binary in Visual Studio and browse through the resources of this binary. You should be able to find a resource named RT_MANIFEST. If you cannot find a manifest embedded inside the binary, check for an external file named something like ..manifest. 3. If a manifest is not present, you need to ensure that the linker generates a manifest for your project. You need to check the linker option Generate manifest in the Project Properties dialog for this project.



Note Building Visual C++ projects without manifest generation is not supported. Any C/C++ program built in Visua C++ 2005 has to include a manifest describing its dependencies on Visual C++ libraries. 4. If the manifest is embedded inside the binary, ensure that the ID of RT_MANIFEST is correct for this type of the binary. For applications, ID should be equal to 1, for most DLLs ID should be equal to 2. If the manifest is in an external file, open it in an XML editor or text editor. For more information on manifests and rules for deployment, see Manifests.



Note On Windows XP, if an external manifest is present in the application's local folder, the operating system loader



uses this manifest instead of a manifest embedded inside the binary. On Windows Server 2003 and later versions of Windows, the opposite is true—the external manifest is ignored and the embedded manifest is used when present. 5. It is recommended that all DLLs have a manifest embedded inside the binary. External manifests are ignored when a DLL is loaded though a LoadLibrary call. For more information, see Assembly manifests. 6. Check that all assemblies enumerated in the manifest are correctly installed on the computer. Each assembly is specified in the manifest by its name, version number and processor architecture. If your application depends on side-by-side assemblies, check that these assemblies are installed on the computer properly, so they can be found by the operating system loader using the steps specified in Assembly Searching Sequence. Remember that 64-bit assemblies cannot be loaded in 32-bit processes and cannot be executed on 32-bit operating systems. Example Assume we have an application, appl.exe, built with Visual C++ 2005. This application has its manifest either embedded inside appl.exe as a binary resource RT_MANIFEST with ID equal to 1, or stored as an external file, appl.exe.manifest. The content of the manifest may be something like this: Copy Code 



To the operating system loader this manifest says that appl.exe depends on an assembly named Microsoft.VC80.CRT, version 8.0.50608.0 and built for 32-bit x86 processor architecture. The dependent side-by-side assembly can be installed as either a shared assembly or as a private assembly. For example, Visual Studio 2005 installs the CRT assembly as a shared side-by-side assembly which can be found in the directory %WINDIR%\WinSxS\x86_Microsoft.VC80.CRT_1fc8b3b9a1e18e3b_8.0.50608.0_xww_b7acac55 when running Windows XP or in the directory %WINDIR%\winsxs\x86_microsoft.vc80.crt_1fc8b3b9a1e18e3b_8.0.50727.42_none_db5f52fb98cb24ad when running Windows Vista. The assembly manifest for a shared Visual C++ CRT assembly is also installed in %WINDIR%\WinSxS\Manifests\x86_microsoft.vc80.crt_1fc8b3b9a1e18e3b_8.0.50608.0_xww_b7acac55.manifest when running Windows XP or in %WINDIR%\winsxs\Manifests\x86_microsoft.vc80.crt_1fc8b3b9a1e18e3b_8.0.50727.42_none_db5f52fb98cb 24ad.manifest when running Windows Vista and it identifies this assembly and lists its contents (DLLs that are part of this assembly): Copy Code 



Side-by-side assemblies can also use publisher configuration files, also called policy files, to globally redirect applications and assemblies from using one version of a side-by-side assembly to another version of the same assembly. You can check policies for the shared Visual C++ CRT assembly in %WINDIR%\WinSxS\Policies\x86_policy.8.0.Microsoft.VC80.CRT_1fc8b3b9a1e18e3b_xww_77c24773\8.0.50727.42.policy when running Windows XP or in %WINDIR%\winsxs\Manifests\x86_policy.8.0.microsoft.vc80.crt_1fc8b3b9a1e18e3b_8.0.50727.42_none_5c4 003bc63e949f6.manifest when running Windows Vista, which contains something like this: Copy Code 



The policy above specifies that any application or assembly that asks for version 8.0.41204.256 of this assembly should instead use version 8.0.50727.42 of this assembly, which is the current version installed on the system. If a version of the assembly mentioned in the application's manifest is specified in the policy file, the loader looks for a version of this assembly specified in the manifest in the WinSxS folder, and if this version is not installed, load fails. And if an assembly version 8.0.50727.42 is not installed as well, load fails for applications that ask for assembly version 8.0.41204.256. However, the CRT assembly can also be installed as a private side-by-side assembly in the application's local folder. If the operating system fails to find the CRT or any other assembly as a shared assembly, it starts looking for the assembly as a private assembly. It searches for private assemblies in the following order: 1. Check the application local folder for a manifest file with name .manifest. In this example, the loader tries to find Microsoft.VC80.CRT.manifest in the same folder as appl.exe. If the manifest is found, the loader loads the CRT DLL from the application folder. If the CRT DLL is not found, load fails. 2. Try to open folder in appl.exe's local folder and if it exists, load manifest file .manifest from this folder. If the manifest is found, the loader loads the CRT DLL from folder. If the CRT DLL is not found, load fails. See Assembly Searching Sequence for a more detailed description of how the loader searches for dependent assemblies. If the loader fails to find a dependent assembly as a private assembly, load fails and "The system cannot execute the specified program" is displayed. To resolve this error, dependent assemblies and DLLs that are part of them must be installed on the computer as either private or shared assemblies. Redistributing Visual C++ Files When you develop an application using Visual C++, you have the advantage of working on a computer that is not only a good development environment, but is also a convenient environment on which to run and test applications. However, when you want to deploy your application to other computers, you need to redistribute all the files needed to support the application on the target system. For more information on which files you may need to redistribute with your application, see Deployment Examples and Determining Which DLLs to Redistribute. Only some Visual C++ files are allowed to be redistributed with your application. Please consult the EULA for Visual Studio 2005 and the Redist.txt file to see which files may be redistributed with your application.



EULA.txt can be found in the \Setup directory on the first Visual Studio 2005 product CD or on the DVD, and Redist.txt is located in the Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 directory on the second CD or on the DVD. Visual C++ files can be redistributed using either the provided Redistributable Merge Modules, or the Visual C++ Redistributable Package, or by deploying specific Visual C++ assemblies as private side-by-side assemblies in the application local folder. In the first case, a merge module with a specific Visual C++ assembly has to be included in a Windows Installer package or similar installation package used to deploy this application to another computer. For more information, see Redistributing Using Merge Modules. An example of this deployment may be found in How to: Deploy using a Setup and Deployment Project. The Visual C++ Redistributable Package (VCRedist_x86.exe, VCRedist_x64.exe, VCRedist_ia64.exe) has to be executed on the target system as a prerequisite to installation of the application. This package installs and registers all Visual C++ libraries. Note Redistributing Visual C++ libraries using this package is recommended for applications built with Visual C++ Express and for cases when deployment of all Visual C++ libraries at once is desirable. For an example of how to use this package please see How to: Deploy using XCopy. When deploying Visual C++ libraries as a private side-by-side assembly, all DLLs and the manifest file that form this assembly have to be added to the Windows Installer or similar installation package and deployed to the target computer in a subdirectory in the application local folder, following the rules for deploying private assemblies. Information on which Visual C++ DLLs and manifest files are part of which Visual C++ assemblies can be found in Visual C++ Libraries as Shared Side-by-Side Assemblies. A description of the rules that must be followed when deploying private assemblies for loading at runtime can be found in Assembly Searching Sequence. For an example of how to deploy Visual C++ libraries as a private assembly, please see How to: Deploy using XCopy. Potential run-time errors If a manifest is present in your application but a required Visual C++ library is not installed in the WinSxS folder, you may get one of the following error messages depending on the version of Windows on which you try to run your application: •



The application failed to initialize properly (0xc0000135).



•



This application has failed to start because the application configuration is incorrect. Reinstalling application may fix this problem.



•



The system cannot execute the specified program.



If no manifest is present in your application, the error you get depends on whether the Visual C++ library your application depends on is deployed in the application local folder or in a shared folder such as the System folder or WinSxS folder. Note It is not supported to redistribute C/C++ applications that are built without a manifest. Visual C++ libraries cannot be used by C/C++ applications without a manifest binding the application to these libraries. For more information, please see Choosing a Deployment Method. If a Visual C++ library DLL (for example, MSVCR80.DLL) is reachable (ether installed in the application-local folder or in the System folder), you may get R6034 An application has made an attempt to load the C runtime library incorrectly. If the DLL is not reachable and Windows cannot load this DLL for your application, you may get This application has failed to start because MSVCR80.dll was not found. Re-installing the application may fix this problem.



To resolve these errors, you need to make sure that your application is built correctly and Visual C++ libraries are correctly deployed on the target system. To identify the root cause of these run-time errors, follow the steps outlined in Troubleshooting C/C++ Isolated Applications and Side-by-side Assemblies.
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